
AIM Enterprises Expands Inventory to Include
Top-Quality Used Picture Framing Equipment

AIM Equipment Company enhances its

inventory with high-quality used picture

framing equipment. 

FISHERS, INDIANA, UNITED STATES,

April 18, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ --

AIM Equipment Company has

expanded its inventory to include a

wide selection of top-tier used picture

framing equipment. With a

commitment to meeting the diverse

needs of its clientele, AIM continues to

uphold its reputation as a premier

dealer of both new and used

equipment across various sectors. 

Picture framing businesses and enthusiasts alike can access an extensive range of meticulously

curated picture framing machinery, including mat cutters, miter saws, and air-powered cutters,

all of which are designed to deliver unparalleled reliability, efficiency, and precision.  

Our inventory reflects our

commitment to meeting the

evolving needs of our

customers.”

Steve Adams, President of AIM

"We understand the importance of reliable machinery in

achieving outstanding results,” says Steve Adams,

President of AIM. “Our inventory reflects our commitment

to meeting the evolving needs of our customers." 

In addition to offering a comprehensive selection of new

and used picture framing equipment, AIM also offers a

robust buyback program. Businesses looking to upgrade their operations or dispose of surplus

or outdated machinery can leverage AIM's buyback program to turn their equipment into cash,

receiving competitive rates and expert assistance throughout the process. 

Customers interested in exploring AIM's inventory of new and used picture framing equipment

can conveniently browse the available products on the company's website by visiting

https://aimequipmentcompany.com/. 
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About AIM: Incorporated in 1992, AIM initially carved its niche in the market as a publishing and

distribution company. Through decades of dedicated service and by continuously adapting to

the evolving demands of its customers, AIM has undergone significant transformation. Today,

AIM stands at the forefront as a premier dealer of both new and used equipment catering to a

diverse array of business sectors. AIM’s commitment extends beyond sales by providing a

comprehensive platform for clients to sell equipment they no longer need. To learn more, visit:

https://aimequipmentcompany.com/  

Steve Adams

AIM Equipment Company
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